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Bob gave us an interesting insight into the origin of the table napkin/ serviette, when in the 1800’s they
needed to identify their own napkin as the same napkin was used for the whole week, because the
washing of clothes etc. was only carried out once a week.
The Romans used small cloths, similar to a handkerchief, which they took to their host’s table and left
overs were placed in them for their return journey home. i.e. the first doggie bag.
Like all wood turning, draw a diagram of what you wish to make, size shape and measurements with
which you can make up a profile.
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Select your wood, (it can be a small branch with bark still on it or any off cuts that are suitable). It needs
to be bigger that the serviette ring, which is approx. 60mm with a 35mm hole. The serviette ring will
finish up by being 35mm long x 50 to 60mm dia.
Making a 50mm chuck bite on one end of the wood and place in chuck, size it and drill a 35mm hole in
the end to a depth just past 40mm.

With the parting tool cut part way into wood to define ring length, now turn from center down each way
to create an oval or the shape you want, at this point decorate or texture and sand to a good finish and part
off.
You can make a jam chuck to finish the parted end.
Texturing can be paint, crackle paint, dremel tool or poker work of your choice.
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View the Project sheet for more information
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